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 The heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) is one of a method 
of plasma diagnostics, which can measure the potential 
profiles in plasma. An HIBP system has been installed at 
the Large Helical Device (LHD-HIBP) [1]. In recent HIBP 
diagnostics, the current of the heavy ion beam is sufficient 
for the electron density of 1019 m-3.  Since the attenuation 
of the probe beam is severe in higher density plasma, larger 
Au+ current is necessary. Some studies investigating how to 
increase the current have been done [2, 3]. These objectives 
are to increase the negative ion beam current and to 
improve the charge exchange efficiency in the gas cell of 
the tandem accelerator, the beam transport efficiency, and 
the detection efficiency of ejected ions and so on. 
Especially, the experimental study to optimize the gas cell 
for high charge exchange efficiency is not easy using LHD-
HIBP because it takes much time to change gas species in 
the gas cell. We have studied on the subject using a tandem 
accelerator at Kobe University [3]. The accelerator has a 
gas cell, and the terminal voltage is up to 1.7 MV. In this 
fiscal year, the charge fractions of Au beam generated by 
the tandem accelerator were measured, and some ionization 
cross sections for Au ions or neutral atom were obtained. 
 To obtain the charge fraction, measurements of the 
ion current are necessary. The current can be measured 
with a Faraday cup (FC). Since the initial state of the ion is 
negative in the present work, measurement of neutral atom 
is also necessary. We consider the use of MCP because the 
initial secondary-electrons can be produced by ions or 
neutral particles at the entrance section of the MCP. Two 
stages micro channel plate (Hamamatsu photonics Inc.) was 
used and set on x-y movable stage. Entrance of MCP was 
biased at 1800 V, and exit was biased at 300 V. The 
collector has ground potential. The current detected by 
MCP have been calibrated with an error up to several tens 
percent [4]. 
Because a gold ion has a large mass, the velocity is 
small. Therefore, the beam becomes broad by a space 
charge effect. To obtain accurate cross sections, it is 
necessary to measure the beam shape. The shapes for 
neutral beam, positive beams were measured with movable 
MCP. For example, the dependence of FWHM of the 
neutral beam profile in x direction on Ar target thickness is 
shown in Fig. 1. The incident energy indicates the ion’s 
energy at the entrance of a gas cell. In this case, the energy 
is the same as a neutral ions entered to MCP. These FWHM 
become large as the incident energy and the gas thickness 
are large. The FWHM dependences in y direction were also 
measured. The values were almost same as that in x 
direction. The FWHM dependences for positive ion beams 
in x and y direction were also measured. 
Fig. 1. Dependences of FWHM of the neutral beam 
profile in x direction on the Ar gas thickness.  
 
The aperture was installed at the entrance of the MCP. 
Because of a part of the beam entered to MCP, the current 
of the beam must be integrated over the beam profiles 
obtained above experiments. The dependences of the 
currents for each beams, i.e. the charge fractions, on gas 
thickness are shown in Fig. 2. In this experiment, the 
terminal voltage is 500 kV, and target gas in a cell is Ar. 
Some ionization cross sections were obtained from the 
results, σ-1,0 = 4.3 ± 1.3, σ-1,1 = 1.0 ± 0.4, and σ-1,2 = 0.62 
± 0.15. Fitting curves were calculated with the rate 
equations. Those cross sections obtained in the experiment 
were used for solving the equations, and other cross 
sections estimated by the methods described in Ref. [2].  
Fig. 2. Fractions of Au beams for Ar target as a 
function of gas thickness. The terminal voltage is 500 [kV]. 
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 We have developed a Tracer-Encapsulated Solid Pellet 
(TESPEL)1, 2) in order to promote a precise study of the impurity 
transport. To put it plainly, the TESPEL is a double-layered 
impurity pellet. In general, the TESPEL consists of a polymer as 
an outer shell and a tracer impurity as an inner core. This form 
enables us to have the following unique features; a) the TESPEL 
can produce a both poloidally and toroidally localized ‘tracer’ 
impurity source in the plasma. b) the total amount of the tracer 
impurity deposited in the plasma can be identified clearly, since the 
size of the inner core of TESPEL can be measured. c) various 
elements can be selected as the tracer impurity.  
Recently, some of these features of the TESPEL have been 
greatly improved. Previously, the region where the tracer is 
deposited is mainly regulated by the outer diameter of the 
TESPEL. In this case, the smaller TESPEL can contain the lesser 
amount of the tracer impurity and then we face the problem that 
the TESPEL for a shallow penetration results in a shortage of the 
tracer amount for the diagnostics. In order to solve this problem, 
we developed the TESPEL with the thinner outer shell based on 
the fabrication technology of a polystyrene (-C8H8-) polymer 
shell3). Figure 1 shows a comparison result of the deposition 
location of the tracer impurities (here, a vanadium, V, and a cobalt 
(II) chloride, CoCl2, are simultaneously used) with between the 
conventional (thick-shell-type) TESPEL and a new thin-shell-type 
TESPEL. The outer diameter of both TESPELs is the same, 
around 700 µm. The thickness of the outer shell is around 200 ~ 
250 µm in the conventional TESPEL. On the other hand, the 
thickness of that is about 70 ~ 80 µm in the new type TESPEL 
(70 % thinner than the conventional one). Here, as can be seen 
from Fig. 1(a, b), the profiles of electron density and electron 
temperature of a target plasma for the both cases are almost the 
same. And parameters for the TESPEL injection, such as an 
acceleration gas pressure are set to be the same. As indicated in Fig. 
1(d), with the thin-shell-type TESPEL, the location where the 
tracer impurity is most deposited is around reff/a99 ~ 0.81, in fact , ~ 
0.06 in reff/a99 (~ 3 cm in reff) shallower deposition of the tracer 
impurity, compared with that with the conventional 
thick-shell-type TESPEL, is achieved. As can be also recognized 
from Fig. 1(d), the amount of the V tracer impurity inside the 
thin-shell-type TESPEL can be much increased (here, by a factor 
of around 2.5), compared with that with thick-shell-type TESPEL. 
Therefore this result clearly indicates that the flexibility of the 
TESPEL is successfully expanded with the new thin-shell-type 
TESPEL. 
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Fig. 1. A comparison result of the deposition location of the tracer impurities (in this case, a vanadium, V, and a cobalt (II) 
chloride, CoCl2, are used) with between the conventional (thick-shell-type) TESPEL (O.D ~ 700 µm, thickness = 200 ~ 250 µm) 
and a new thin-shell-type TESPEL (O.D ~ 700 µm, thickness = 70 ~ 80 µm). 
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